Mesoporous GaN for Photonic Engineering—Highly Reflective GaN Mirrors as an Example
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ABSTRACT: A porous medium is a special type of material where voids are created in a solid medium. The introduction of pores into a bulk solid can profoundly affect its physical properties and enable interesting mechanisms. In this paper, we report the use of mesoporous GaN to address a long-standing challenge in GaN devices: tuning the optical index in epitaxial structures without compromising the structural and electrical properties. By controlling the doping and electrochemical etching bias, we are able to control the pore morphology from macro- to meso- and microporous. The meso- and microporous GaN can be considered a new form of GaN with unprecedented optical index tunability. We examine the scattering loss in a porous medium quantitatively using numerical, semiempirical, and experimental methods. It is established that the optical loss due to scattering is well within the acceptable range. While being perfectly lattice-matched to GaN, the porous GaN layers are found to be electrically highly conductive. As an example of optical engineering, we demonstrate record high reflectances (R > 99.5%) from epitaxial mesoporous GaN mirrors that can be controllably fabricated, a result that is bound to impact GaN opto and photonic technologies.
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A porous medium is a special type of material where voids/pores are created in an otherwise continuously solid medium. The term nanoporous (NP) media refers broadly to media having pore sizes of 100 nm or less. Depending on the characteristic length (d) of the pores, nanoporous media are further categorized into microporous (d < 2 nm), mesoporous (2 nm < d < 50 nm), and macroporous (d > 50 nm) classes. The introduction of pores into a bulk solid can profoundly affect its physical properties and enable interesting mechanisms. For instance, micro- and mesoporous media are widely used in catalysis and separation thanks to a greatly increased surface-to-volume ratio.1 Porous silicon has attracted worldwide attention because of unexpected light emission from low-dimensional structures.2 Recently we reported the preparation of NP-GaN using an electrochemical process.3,4 After the porosification process, the NP-GaN maintains its single-crystallinity while acquiring many new characteristics.5 Pores in macroporous GaN induce optical inhomogeneity such that visible-light propagation undergoes strong scattering, which is a very desirable attribute for enhancing the external quantum efficiency of light-emitting diodes (LEDs).6,7 We also demonstrated that the elastic modulus of GaN can be reduced with an increase in porosity.8 Having a large surface area, nanoporous GaN is energetically unstable against annealing (Rayleigh instability). Novel configurations and shapes of GaN can be obtained through curvature-driven mass transport at elevated temperatures.9 NP-GaN can also be used in directing and blocking current flow after its conversion to resistive GaOx.10 In this paper, we focus on the new possibility of using finely structured mesoporous GaN to control the index of refraction (n) of GaN, which is of crucial importance for optical engineering of GaN devices.

In conventional AlGaAs lasers and microcavities, optical mode confinement is achieved through epitaxy since the AlAs–GaN system has a sufficiently large index contrast for the binary components (n = 2.89 and 3.42, respectively) and nearly perfect lattice matching. Parallel efforts in making AlGaN photonic devices encounter a major challenge as the AlN–GaN system has a severe lattice mismatch of 2.4%, unlike the nearly perfectly matched AlAs–GaAs system. Creating a modest contrast of only 0.2 in the AlGaN system would require
extremely challenging epitaxy of Al$_{x}$Ga$_{1-x}$N on GaN. The preparation of GaN microcavities using AlN/GaN distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) is one of the most challenging topics in III–nitride materials research after two decades of endeavors.$^{11-16}$ Even for commercial GaN blue laser diodes, the optical cladding structures represent a design trade-off that produces a relatively low optical confinement factor.$^{17}$ The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the possibility and potential of using mesoporous GaN to provide unprecedented tunability in the index of refraction. Mesoporous GaN is especially remarkable in its homoepitaxial compatibility with GaN while maintaining a nearly lossless character from scattering and excellent electrical conductivity. As an example of optical engineering, we demonstrate record high reflectances (R > 99.5%) from epitaxial GaN DBRs$^{18}$ that can be controllably fabricated, a result that is bound to impact GaN opto and photonic technologies.

The recently discovered process of porosifying GaN electrochemically$^{3,4}$ will be briefly discussed here. When a positive anodic bias is applied to an n$^+$-type GaN sample immersed in an acid-based electrolyte, the n$^+$-GaN becomes oxidized by holes at the surface inversion layer. The surface is covered with SiO$_2$, while the edge (not shown) is exposed. The oxidation proceeds from the exposed side walls in the direction perpendicular to the side wall surface to form parallel nanopores (Figure 2c). When the doping concentration is reduced within 0.1%. The red solid line in Figure 3a shows the extinction trace of a GaN/NP-GaN DBR sample with a stop wavelength of sapphire was also measured and compared with published data, and it was determined that the accuracy is less than 0.2, λ$_{DBR}$ is less than 0.2, and the index of refraction of a nanoporous medium can be described by the volume average theory (VAT), where $n_{eff} = \frac{(1 - \varphi) n_{GaN}^2 + \varphi n_{air}^2}{1 + \frac{2 \varphi}{\chi}}$, in which $\varphi$ is the porosity.$^{22}$ For a photonic device operating in the blue or green wavelength regime, the mesopores or micro pores will satisfy this criterion. NP-GaN therefore offers an elegant solution as a low-index medium to provide optical confinement to GaN while maintaining an aluminum-free, all-GaN structure that can be easily prepared (homo)epitaxially.

To demonstrate the practical utility of this mesoporous medium, we prepared a DBR made of GaN/mesoporous GaN. The history and challenges of making epitaxial GaN DBRs can be found in the Supporting Information and will not be repeated here. Figure 2a–c illustrates the process flow of making the mesoporous GaN DBR mirrors. First an epitaxial structure consisting of alternating n$^+$-GaN and GaN layers is grown (Figure 2a). Since the EC etching is designed in this case to proceed laterally, the sample needs to be lithographically patterned with trenches (via windows) to expose the side walls of the alternating layers (Figure 2b). The top of the sample surface is covered with SiO$_2$, while the edge (not shown) is connected to a source meter so the anodic bias can be applied. EC etching is then conducted wherein lateral porosification proceeds from the exposed side walls in the direction perpendicular to the side wall surface to form parallel nanopores (Figure 2c).

Figure 2d shows a top-view optical microscopy image of such a sample that has been patterned and laterally porosified. The dark-green patterns are vias/trenches created by inductively coupled plasma reactive-ion etching (ICP-RIE). Around these patterns mesoporous GaN is formed laterally, and these NP-GaN regions appear in light-green color under the optical microscope because of their greatly increased reflectance. The rate of lateral porosification is ~5 μm/min. The area of the DBR region easily exceeds 50 μm, which is sufficiently large for the fabrication of vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs). Figure 2e shows a cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a porous GaN DBR near the center of the cross-shaped alignment mark. A close-up SEM image of the same structure is shown in Figure 2f. The NP-GaN has a porosity of ~70% and an average pore size of 30 nm. The DBR structure is formed by the conductivity-based selectivity in EC porosification, which cannot be accomplished by any other means, including photoassisted EC process.

The reflectance spectrum of the GaN/NP-GaN DBR was measured with a microreflectance setup calibrated against a commercial silver mirror with a spot size of 20 μm. The reflectance of sapphire was also measured and compared with published data, and it was determined that the accuracy is within 0.1%. The red solid line in Figure 3a shows the reflectance trace of a GaN/NP-GaN DBR sample with a stop band centered at ~520 nm. The cross-sectional SEM image in
Figure 2f was scanned digitally as an input file for simulation, and the COMSOL-simulated reflectance is shown as the blue dotted line in Figure 3a. The difference between the simulation and the measured results is probably due to the relatively large numerical aperture (around 0.34) used in the reflectance measurement. Nevertheless, a peak reflectance of more than 99.5% is reproducibly obtained with a stop band of at least 70 nm (Figure 3a inset). We stress the fact that the peak reflectance reported here is among the highest reported from an III-nitride epitaxial DBR structure, and the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) is nearly 1 order of magnitude wider.12–14

To demonstrate the controllability of the mesoporous GaN DBRs, we systematically varied two parameters. First, we used the same as-grown structures but changed the anodic bias to change the porosity. Varying the porosity from 40 to 75% caused detuning by changing the index and the Bragg condition; the peak wavelength of the stop band can vary up to 30 nm for a blue GaN/NP-GaN DBR (Figure 3b).

Figure 3. (a) Experimentally measured (red solid line) and COMSOL-simulated (blue dotted line) reflectance spectra from a DBR region. Inset: close-up of a reflectance spectrum (dots, experimental data; line, fit to the data) with a peak reflectance exceeding 99.5%. (b) Reflectance from three NP-GaN DBRs in the blue wavelength region obtained by tuning of the porosity. (c) Reflectance from three NP-GaN DBRs in the blue, green, and red wavelength regions. (d) Photographs of the three NP-GaN DBR mirrors in (c) under room-light illumination, showing process uniformity (scale bar = 1 cm). The top photograph was taken under incandescent light with continuous spectrum, the color of which reflects the DBRs’ reflectance spectra, and the bottom photograph was taken under fluorescent light with distributed wavelengths, the color of which represents scattering of complementary wavelengths.
Separately, we prepared three structures with different thicknesses but the same doping by metal–organic chemical vapor deposition. These acted as highly reflective (>99.5%) DBR mirrors in the blue (440 nm), green (520 nm), and red (600 nm) wavelength ranges (Figure 3c). Since no heteroepitaxy was involved, the preparation of these three structures was quite straightforward. The corresponding photographs of these mesoporous GaN DBR mirrors under room-light illumination are shown in Figure 3d.

While high reflectance has been demonstrated above, it seems counterintuitive that a porous medium can be used as a nearly perfect specular mirror. We therefore developed a semiempirical model regarding scattering. In the semiempirical analysis, we note that when the scattering factor \( \chi = \frac{\pi d}{\lambda} \) is (much) less than 1, the scattering is analyzed by Rayleigh scattering.\(^{23}\) A semiempirical equation for Rayleigh scattering was used to analyze the scattering loss:

\[
\frac{I_{\text{catt}}}{I_0} = A \left( \frac{\pi d_{\text{max}}}{\lambda} \right)^4 \frac{\varphi}{\pi d_{\text{avg}}^2}
\]

in which the factor \( (\pi d_{\text{max}}/\lambda)^4 \) is the classic Rayleigh scattering dependence from a single scatterer, the factor \( \varphi/\pi d_{\text{avg}}^2 \) (where \( \varphi \) is the porosity) gives the density of the scattering nanopores, and \( A \) is a fitting parameter. Since there is a finite size dispersion in the nanopores, we used the maximum pore diameter estimated from SEM, \( d_{\text{max}} \), in the calculation of the scattering factor \( \chi \). In Figure 4a, the experimentally measured peak reflectance at \( \lambda = 450 \) nm (black squares) is correlated with the semiempirical Rayleigh model (red circles) for several samples with varying pore sizes. The good agreement indicates that the detected scattering is indeed of the Rayleigh kind.

Going further beyond the semiempirical treatment of Rayleigh scattering, we employed a finite-element solver (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 RF Module) to model numerically the propagation and scattering of an electromagnetic (EM) wave in a mesoporous GaN DBR structure. A digitized image of GaN/NP-GaN DBR was constructed assuming a two-dimensional axisymmetric distribution of straight parallel nanopores, which was a good approximation to the actual pore morphology as illustrated in the Figure 2c inset. An example of the simulated electric field distribution for a propagating EM wave is shown in Figure 4b. The irregular solid shapes (with an average pore size of 30 nm) denote pores that are spaced between GaN layers. The false-color plot shows the exponential decay of EM waves into the DBR structure, and the peaks of the EM field coincide with the center of the low-index porous layer. The lateral periodic modulation in the EM field intensity is likely an artifact in numerical modeling because we used the digitized image as a unit cell to generate the full DBR structure. The simulated peak reflectance as a function of the pore size is plotted in Figure 4c. One should note the very good agreement between Figure 4a (semiempirical and experimental data) and Figure 4c (numerical data). The numerical modeling provided additional proof that DBRs with very high reflectance can be constructed from carefully prepared mesoporous GaN.

To determine the potential impact of GaN/NP-GaN DBR mirrors on the wavefront (or phase coherence), we examined the far-field pattern of a diode laser before and after reflection by the mesoporous mirror at a 45° angle of incidence. We used a red laser pointer (\( \lambda = 652 \) nm) with an intrinsic beam divergence of around 0.1°, causing a broadening of the spot size of ~8 mm over a distance of 5 m (Figure 4d). To study the effect of reflection, we used a reference Al mirror (having a reflectivity similar to that of the red DBR at 652 nm) side by side with the mesoporous GaN mirror under testing. Comparison of the two reflected images (Figure 4e,f) indicated that neither mirror produces any appreciable amount of divergence in the far-field pattern. The broadening of the lasing wavefront (Gaussian beam width), if any, should be much less than the original beam divergence of 0.1°. The speckle patterns around the laser spot that indicate phase coherence are also preserved. The study above, combining semiempirical, numerical, and experimental investigations, affirms that mesoporous GaN DBRs will be a legitimate and unique building block for III–nitride opto and photonic devices.

Figure 4. (a) Experimentally measured (black squares) and semiempirically modeled (red circles) peak reflectance vs maximum pore size at 450 nm. The error bar in the modeling comes from the error in the average pore size measurement, and the experimental error bar is based on the standard deviation of the scattering measurements. (b) Electric field distribution in a GaN/NP-GaN DBR with a pore size of 30 nm. (c) COMSOL simulation of peak reflectance vs porosity. (d–f) Photographs of the far-field pattern: (d) red laser pointer 5 m from the screen; (e) the same laser reflected by an Al mirror 5 m away from the screen; (f) the same experiment with the Al mirror replaced by a NP-GaN DBR mirror (the grid is 1 mm).
A planar InGaN microcavity was constructed using the mesoporous GaN structure described above as the bottom DBR mirror. The microcavity for optical pumping was completed with 10 In$_{0.15}$Ga$_{0.85}$N (3 nm)/GaN (8 nm) quantum wells ($\lambda_{PL} = 450$ nm) capped with 12 pairs of dielectric SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$ layers as the top mirror. The cavity was designed to have an overall effective length of 3$\lambda$, and the InGaN multiple quantum wells (MQWs) were placed at an antinode. Optical pumping was performed with a 355 nm pulsed laser (pulse duration of 0.5 ns and pulse rate of 1 kHz). Figure 5a shows the output intensity and line width as functions of the excitation power. A clear lasing threshold can be observed at a power density of 1.5 kW/cm$^2$. Figure 5b shows the output spectra at different excitation powers (below, at, and above threshold). Single-mode lasing was achieved at 445 nm with a line width of 0.17 nm. In this preliminary design where the cavity resonance is yet to match precisely with the MQWs peak emission, we measured a lasing quality (Q) factor of more than 3000 and a below-threshold (cold cavity) Q factor of around 500. The presence of surface-emitting laser action was further established from a far-field (40 cm away) spot pattern (Figure 5b inset) showing a nearly circular beam profile. Finally, as a step toward a current-injection DBR structure for GaN VCSELs, we studied the transport property of porous GaN using Hall measurements. An n$^+$-GaN layer ($n > 1 \times 10^{20}$ cm$^{-3}$) was porousified, and the measured concentration and mobility were plotted versus the porosity (Figure 5c). While the effective carrier concentration is reduced as the porosity increases, the overall carrier concentration still exceeds $1 \times 10^{18}$ cm$^{-3}$ for a porosity of up to 55%, and the mobility remains nearly constant at 100 cm$^2$ V$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$.

To summarize, we have developed an electrochemical method to form high-reflectivity ($R > 99.5\%$) conductive mesoporous GaN DBRs. The properties of this new mesoporous GaN are summarized in Figure 6, together with those of other layers used for III$-$V and III$-$nitride photonics for comparison. AlAs$-$GaAs and InP$-$AlInAs$-$GaNAs systems have enabled many long-wavelength photonic devices as a result of their good index contrasts ($\Delta n$), nearly zero mismatched stresses, and very low resistivities, thus having a good vertical span while staying close to the z axis. The candidates for III$-$nitride photonics prior to our work include AlGaN and SiO$_2$/TiO$_2$. The former system is highly slanted in Figure 6, indicating that a modest change in refractive index causes great tensile stress and a great increase in resistivity. The dielectric system has large index contrasts and low stress but is insulating. Using mesoporous GaN introduces a new tunability with a vertical span exceeding those of the III$-$V materials while remaining stress-free with low resistivity. This method is promising to solve the long-standing challenges in realizing high-performance VCSELs and edge-emitting laser diodes.
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